Meet the Owner of Downing Roofing
Tyler Downing’s first-hand experience and training in all styles of roofing system design solutions and roof inspections and repair has set him apart from
others in the industry. He is the principle owner/director of Downing Roofing
Ltd.
His experience in the roofing industry started at the age of 12 as a summer labourer in his father's roofing company. By the age of 16, Tyler became a shingler under the tutelage of his father who currently has over 30 years of experience in the roofing industry.
While working with his father, the importance and morality of hard work and
pride were instilled upon Tyler at a young age. As a result, Tyler quickly
learned and continues to believe and practice today, that perfectionism and
integrity far outweigh the benefit of making a quick buck. He also believes in
providing unwavering customer service and the days where when you place
your name on something, it should mean something and these beliefs are always evident in his workmanship.
By the age of 17, Tyler became a full-time shingler and then a subcontractor to
various roofing companies across the County of Simcoe and the GTA.
The first 10 years of roofing saw Tyler install every roof by hand – with a hammer and nails – a slow way to do it but necessary to become proficient and fast
with pneumatic tools. Not only did Tyler touch every nail, but also this old traditional way of roofing honed his skills and is the reason that when he was a
subcontractor, he was and is still to this day, approached by potential customers while on the job or out and about in the community demanding that only
he do their roof.
By the age of 20, Tyler was his father's right-hand man, managing the business
in all aspects. Tyler now owns and operates Downing Roofing Ltd, and is commonly referred to in the Greater Barrie Area as “the best roofer in the area”.

